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ABSTRACT 
 
The ATREE project assesses trade-offs arising from a growing sustainable economy 
from the perspective of the forest sector. We focus on trade-offs arising due to strict 
quantitative forest area preservation and those related to CO2 sequestration. 
Regarding the former, we analyze the causes of forest clearings in Switzerland. We 
find that most clearings are caused by traffic infrastructure, but that the largest 
surfaces are claimed by quarry sites, depositories and infrastructure for traffic and 
water. By surveying forest owners and stakeholders, we then assess policy options 
to reconcile the resulting trade-offs.  

https://www.iufroworldday.org/participation
https://www.iufroworldday.org/interactive-map


We find that most forest owners do not support out-of-kind forest clearing 
compensation and if they do, they support a strong price signal toward developers. 
In contrast, stakeholders are mostly concerned about durability and equivalence, 
while supporting a moderate flexibilization of the compensation measures. In terms 
of CO2 sequestration, we analyze policies from substitution of fossil energy («fuel 
wood») to the «processed wood sink» and the «forest sink». While the stakeholders 
more generally prefer the processed wood sink over the forest sink, the forest 
owners more specifically prefer certification schemes for silvicultural measures 
supporting the «processed wood sink» as well as a free-market solution selling «fuel 
wood» over certification of «forest sinks». 
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PROGRAM 
 

A 15-minute presentation of trade-offs arising from a growing sustainable economy from 
the perspective of the forest sector. We focus on two trade-offs: 

 
1) those arising due to strict quantitative forest area preservation and 

2) those related to CO2 sequestration 
 

Afterwards a 45-minute discussion. 
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